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Autumn Leaves is a great song to start playing light chord tunes arrangements on the guitar. This famous jazz standard is both a great melody and a fairly simple option to play a light chord tune. In this lesson I will go to the chord melody of the arrangement of Autumn Leaves, which I made. Location. The chords I use are for the most part a simple 3-note
voiceover called shell voicing, and I've also included some exercises to test these. You can scroll down and download the PDF arrangement at the end of the page. Autumn Leaves - Song and Chord Melody Arrangement Key, which I use for autumn leaves in this arrangement is G minor. This is not the key to a real book, but it is the most common key to the
performance of a song. Shape Autumn leaves AAB, where 8 bars and B is 16 bars, so it's 32 bar shaped. The location uses call-response to also allow chords to add some groove. It also allows you to use the melody in the lower octave, which often sounds a little fuller. Exploring some useful shell-voices for a song to learn the melody of a chord we need a
few chords to play with the melody. The Autumn Melody leaves basically a pickup followed by one long note on a heavy bar. An example is the first phrase. This makes it easy to add chords while the long note is sounding. Most of the chords that I use here are shell voicing, so it's a good idea to check out those in G minor. In the exercises below I have
diatonic G minor chords first with the root on the E line and then with the root on the string. For each exercise I start with the lowest possible chord and then move up one octave. Chord Melody - It's about melody! The first place to start with chord tunes is learning the melody! In fact, it would be a more appropriate title if we turned it around: the melody chord.
This is because we play the melody and add chords, not the other way around (hopefully). In example 3, here's the following. I wrote the melody for the first 8 bars of the song. It's written in places where I want to play a melody, so I can easily put the chords under it. Really knowing the melody well and comfortably moving around your neck is essential when
you start making your own chord melody arrangements (which should be 20 minutes after checking out this lesson...). Autumn leaves chord melody arrangement - the A-part part of this song has the same structure for all phrases: pickup and long note. This means that the chords can be paired with each other and played between phrases. So the chord pairs
become: Cm7-F7, Bbmaj7-Ebmaj7, AZ-D7 and the final chord of Gm6. When I play the melody I end up on a note that is included in the chord and I don't forget to use my fingers where I add a chord while maintaining this note. In B a case that is as technical as it is a musical consideration. As you can see above, I use a real tonic minor chord so Gm6, which
of course is also what is offered in the original composition (and the famous Miles Davis/Cannonball Adderly version, a) B part of the second half of the song is a little more complicated. Of course, the melody should change a little, so not to become boring, so in Part B there are other melodic patterns. The first bar has no room to add a chord to the 4th beat,
which causes you to change the pattern and rhythm of the chords. The next 6 bars again allows you to add chords between phrases. On the 9th bar of Part B the melody takes up the entire bar and I add a voiceshell under it. This first gives a full Drop3 voiceover for AA and then a major voiceover shell. There is no chord under the D7 and a chord is inserted
on Beat 3. Faster moving progression that follows: The Gm7 C7 Fm7 Bb7 harmonizes first with drop3 Gm7 voiceovers and for the rest of the shell voiceover. This makes it impossible to maintain the melody, but it still works. The last cadence has an Eb6 with the 6th in the melody and on the last D7 the melody is so low that I decided not to have any chords
at all. Since the melody moves all the time, that is not much of a problem, and as I said: The melody is more important! This is the plan for your own chord tunes arrangements I hope you can have fun playing through my arrangement and start doing it yourself with variations and changes in chords! For me, the most fun part of the chord melody is the creation
of their own arrangements! I think you should start trying to figure out how to do it as quickly as possible. You can play other peoples arrangements, but there's no reason why you shouldn't be creative with your own harmonization and voiceover! Learning solo on Autumn Leaves is of course also part of playing it as a jazz guitarist. One approach to this with
arpeggio songs covered in this lesson: Autumn Leaves with Arpeggio How to Make Your Own Chord Melody Arrangements! You can learn to make your own chord melody arrangements, and it's not even that hard. This tutorial will help you: Learn how to make your own chord melody arrangements work through a structured way to develop your game easy
to play and without relying on you knowing thousands of chords. Chord Melody Survival Kit Get a free e-book If you want to download the free ebook 15 II Valt I licks then subscribe to my newsletter: Subscribe to my newsletter - Get II V I Ebook Jazz Guitar Insiders Facebook Group Join 3 Other Jazz Guitarists John us in Facebook Jazz Guitar Group
Community: Download Free PDF of my examples here, subscribing to my mailing list: If you have any questions, comments or or For those then, please let me know. Leave a comment to the video or email me. This is the best way for me to improve my lessons and make them fit that you are looking for. Please subscribe to my YouTube channel and feel free
to contact me via Instagram, Twitter or Facebook to stay up to date with new lessons, concerts and releases. One of the things I learned the most when it comes to harmony and compilation was harmonizing melodies, so that the chord melody arrangements. When I started, I coordinated everything I could and it taught me so much about how to comp with
more melody and play chords under the theme. Often when people play chord tunes arrangements, they are made to be solo guitar arrangements with bass notes to all the chords (b-roll chord melody arrangement), but that's not the only way you want to agree on a song. In this lesson, I'm going to show you the location of Autumn Leaves, which uses drop2
voiceovers, and you can use this as a solo arrangement, but it also works great if you play in a band. I'm also going to add some extra tricks to give you a way to add color to your own song. Chord Melody Arrangement You probably already know that I made another chord melody arrangement of this song using the lower octave for melody and shell-voice.
You can mix these two and also change things, I'll link to this video in the description. The location is pretty simple, but I'll show you some other things you can add in along the way, and in terms of great chords for stopping the song and rearmonizing the minor II v. You can scroll down to the end of the article to download a PDF of the entire location or check it
out on Patreon in this post: When you add chords When you harmonize the melody, then the easiest way to do this is to try to put the chords under the long notes. This is what I do in the first 8 bars here, chord on Cm7, Bbmaj7 Notice that I play the melody on the top 3 strings because this is where you will have an easier way to put a chord under it. Having a
good ladboard review and being able to move around the melody so that it's easier to add chords underneath it is essential to taking these steps, but taking action is also a great way to really get a solid neck view. On the F7 and Ebmaj7, there is no melody, so I add those at 4 to have a little rhythm, and that also makes it easier to play pickup to learn the
melody and be practical I'm not really talking about Drop2 voiceovers, but if you want to explore this topic more because it's something that's a very useful and very powerful tool, then I'll link to the playlist in the video description. Autumn is a melody with a very strong motivating structure, in fact, the same motive moved through the change. This actually
makes it easier to align because you can just use the logic of the melody and let it help you decide when to add the chords as well as which notes to harmonize. Autumn leaves are a pretty clean example of this, but it's quite common. That's how I agree on A'D7 Gm6. Just using the same principles as in the previous section. Since the chords don't move on
Gm, I play with the change between Maj7 and 6nd 2nd and a few more 2nd A motion chords are really just like the first one in terms of melody, and you can of course play the same thing twice, but often it's good to try to change it a bit and use that the audience already knows what's going to happen to surprise them a bit. In this case, I use some secondary
dominants and newt subtitles for this. The melody has a long note of every other bar and you can fill that with an extra chord that pulls to the next one. Here I add Gb7 to F7, E7 to Ebmaj7 and Eb7 to D7, so I use newt replacement as an extra color in the arrangement. As you'll see, I use some of these concepts in the B-part too, but also a few other good
ways to introduce movement. I've been thinking about using Autumn Leaves as a way to demonstrate reharmonizations going over 4 or 5 versions, let me know in the comments if this can be an interesting video. Later in the video, I also go over some options for various interesting changes. B-Part - Problem Solving Taking the Simplest Solution In Part B,
There are a few places where you need to figure out how to harmonize the melody in a good way without making it too difficult, and in fact the first chord already gets us into trouble - AA explaining the solution to the rest is similar to the first A. Cm7 F7 Bbmaj7 Ebmaj7 - just like in the 2nd, but with a different melody Ebmaj7 - D using the basic triad as a
chromatic approach to Ebmaj77 While keeping D in the melody of chromatic passing chords - (its actually free jazz!) you can do a lot by interpreting the chords and adding new sounds through harmonization. In this lesson I'll give you a few suggestions for the last part of the song. The one that is the easiest to use, and similar to what you've found earlier in
the lesson. A'Eb7 D7 - again with Eb7 you can expand this by turning it into a complete chromatic example of the II V. Here I also change AA to Am7 to get another bright color out there. And another version, which makes it even more parallel to the progression of the II V, is very similar to wes' Four at six. A more radical but still beautiful harmonization is to
use the bass movement II V, but then move in parallel using other chords. It can be a little harder to get to work, but when it does, very nice as how Below: Different chord types for the last note. One way that I would finish the song is below, really getting a beautiful sound tonic a minor core sound. It requires me to change the melody. Another option that is
very common and a favorite of many bass players is to play C7. Essentially the C7 is just a Gm6 with a C on the bass as well as an IV in a melodic minor scale. The Neapolitan subdominant is a great option for the final note in the song. This makes the final note (which is usually the root) maj7th in the chord. Neapolitan bIImaj7, so in this case Abmaj7. Jim
Hall/Ron Carter's solution is to end the song on Db7, which is, in fact, turning a tonic chord into a secondary dominant return. It works because the first chord of the song is the IV chord: Cm7, but it's a great way to keep the form moving and take us to the next chorus. It's also a very different sound compared to the original version of Gm6. Dig into the Chord
Melody Survival Kit Get PDF and GuitarPro at Patreon: You can get THE PDF and GuitarPro files on Patreon here: Get a free ebook If you want to download the free ebook 15 II Valt I lick then subscribe to my newsletter: Get a PDF! You can also download a PDF from my examples here: Jazz Guitar Insiders Facebook Group Join 5000 Other Jazz Guitarists

Un Us in the Facebook Jazz Guitar Group Community: If you have any questions, comments or suggestions on topics, then please let me know. Leave a comment to the video or email me. This is the best way for me to improve my lessons and make them fit that you are looking for. Please subscribe to my YouTube channel and feel free to contact me via
Instagram, Twitter or Facebook to stay up to date with new lessons, concerts and releases.  Releases.  autumn leaves chords ed sheeran. autumn leaves chords piano. autumn leaves chords guitar. autumn leaves chords nat king cole. autumn leaves chords pdf. autumn leaves chords ukulele. autumn leaves chords g minor. autumn leaves chords real book
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